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Statement to the 33rd Session of the General
Conference of the International Atomic Energy Agency

Among the issues at the centre of public discussion in the world during
the past year, the environment has been one of the most prominent.
Seventeen years after the UN Stockholm Conference on the environ-
ment, we are becoming painfully aware that, despite efforts made,
environmental problems have escalated from local to regional level and
now pose global threats — as in the case of the thinning ozone layer and
the greenhouse effect.

In the predominant public view nuclear energy and nuclear power have
so far been associated with environmental problems rather than with the
alleviation of such problems. Especially the need to dispose of waste that
remains radioactive for thousands of years and the risk of accidents result-
ing in radioactive contamination have led to these attitudes.

There are indications that some individuals and groups which were in
the past committed to an anti-nuclear position for environmental reasons
are taking a cautious new look at nuclear power — because they fear
that successful resistance to nuclear power might in practice have the
result of accelerating the use of fossil fuels and exacerbating the environ-
mental consequences of burning those fuels. Other groups have consis-
tently been of the view that nuclear power is an environmentally extreme-
ly benign source of energy, emitting neither SO2, NOx or CO2 and adding
very little radioactivity to the biosphere. Yet other groups continue to
oppose nuclear power and contend that energy saving and expanded
use of renewable sources of energy should be the answers to our energy
needs and environmental problems. I shall come back to this subject in
a moment.

Although the new and intensified concerns about the grave environ-
mental impacts of the use of fossil fuels have thus begun to affect the
psychological climate for nuclear power, they do not alterthe Agency's work
in the field of nuclear power, which places emphasis precisely on the areas
which have given rise to fears, namely safety against radioactive releases
whether from power plants or disposal sites.



I shall first briefly describe the environmental problem and the energy
needs which form an essential background against which the nuclear power
option must be considered. Thereafter I shall turn to the Agency's recent
work in the fields of operational safety, waste disposal and the problem of
radiation protection and the generally poor public understanding of this
problem.

Nuclear power and the environment

Some 50% of the greenhouse effect is traced to the increase in carbon
dioxide which results from the burning of fossil fuels and deforestation. As
fossil fuels are the most important source of primary energy in the world, a
number of questions regarding energy need to be answered to enable us
to shape a strategy in response to the greenhouse threat. The most
fundamental question is how we are to limit the emissions of carbon dioxide.
Several other questions follow from this basic one.

How much energy, in particular electricity, will be needed in the future?

How far can increased energy demands be offset by higher energy
efficiency and conservation?

What contributions can renewable energy sources like solar and wind
make and by when?

How significant would a continued or expanded use of nuclear power
be in providing energy without contributing carbon dioxide?

Which supply mixes would best respond to our needs for energy,
account being taken of the environment and economics?

The forum in which the community of States is considering these
issues is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, or IPCC,
sponsored by the World Meteorological Organization and the United
Nations Environment Programme. Viable strategies in response to the
greenhouse threat can be expected from these discussions only if
scientific experts on the atmosphere are joined by experts on energy.



While we are awaiting the reports of the IPCC we may note from the public
discussion a variety of — conflicting — views on the matters before the
Panel, and notably on the questions I mentioned.

Many groups and conferences discussing the greenhouse threat have
only two recipes for action to reduce CO2 emissions, namely energy
conservation and the accelerated development of renewable energy sour-
ces, notably solar and wind power. When advanced in general terms, such
proposals can be supported by all. Another question is what reduction of
CO2 emissions can realistically be expected in the foreseeable future if
these methods alone are followed? There is little in the world today to
support the suggestion that they would offer an adequate response. Over
the past 15 years primary energy consumption in the world has increased
by 2.2% per year. In developing countries the increase was over double
that. Knowledgeable organizations agree that these trends will continue in
spite of conservation measures and forecast increases up to 2005 of some
2% per year for the world overall and between 2 and 3% per year for the
developing countries. Demand for electricity is expected to rise at a higher
rate still. Barring some dramatic developments inducing drastic govern-
ment action and basing ourselves on past experience, we can say that
additional conservation policies are unlikely to offset much of this further
increased demand.

Various calculations have been made as to how much renewable
sources of energy — apart from hydropower — may contribute in the
future. If we limit our perspective to the next two decades, there is little
to suggest anything but a very modest contribution. Today they con-
tribute some 0.3%, most of which is geothermal. Mrs. Steeg, Head of
the International Energy Agency, has offered the estimate that these
sources might at the most contribute 5% of the world energy use by
2010. This view was echoed in the conclusions of the 14th Congress
of the World Energy Conference, which ended last Friday in Montreal.
I quote:

i t must be recognized from a realistic point of view that alternate and
renewable energy sources are not likely to provide a major part of the world's
future energy requirements in the foreseeable future — except for hydro



power, which is likely to play a major role in some areas although the
potential has largely been exploited in others."

As regards conservation, the World Energy Conference concluded
that — I quote —"it is an important issue. It is necessary to be realistic about
it in as much as few subjects have been or are the object of as much wishful
thinking".

When it comes to the question of the potential significance of a
continued and expanded use of nuclear power to restrain CO2 emissions
and the greenhouse effect, views differ rather widely. Some suggest that
the electric power production sector is a small contributor to the green-
house gases and that, accordingly, greater use of nuclear power for
electricity generation would not be very helpful. The following data
should be noted, however. The generation of electric power contributes
about 25% of the world's CO2 emissions at the present time. Nuclear
power now gives us 17% of this electricity without any CO2 — just a few
percent less than hydropower — also free of CO2 — which gives 20%.
The approximately 63% of electricity that is generated by fossil- fuelled
power stations thus contribute 25% of the world's CO2 emissions. Given
the predominant view of competent organizations that demand for electri-
city will double within the next 15-20 years, it will clearly matter whether
nuclear power or fossil-fuelled power is used. The summit meeting of
seven industrialized nations in Paris in July this year clearly recognized
this. In the declaration concluding the summit the leaders of Canada,
the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Japan, the United
Kingdom and the United States and the President of the Commission of
the European Communities stated, I quote:

"We are committed to maintaining the highest safety standards for
nuclear power plants and to strengthening international co- operation in safe
operation of power plants and waste management, and we recognize that
nuclear power also plays an important role in limiting output of greenhouse
gases."

Let me also quote the Soviet President, Mr. Gorbachev, who said
in July:



"... An opinion has grown in the world, and I share this opinion, that
one cannot do without nuclear energy. What place it is to take in our overall
electricity production is another question. And, naturally, safety should be
guaranteed. But we won't survive without nuclear power."

A vivid illustration of the statement of the Paris summit can be seen in
a recent brochure issued by the French Government about global warming.
Emissions of carbon dioxide in France for 1973 are given as 450 million
tons. In 1985 they were 325 million tons, with 110 million tons indicated as
having been avoided through energy savings and 140 million tons avoided
through the use of nuclear power.

I note that during 198814 new nuclear power stations were connected
to the grid in the world, while some 100 more remain under construction. It
is clear that in the future, as at present, the world's energy supply will be a
mix. It does matter, however, how that mix is composed.

The formulations of the Paris summit, apart from recognizing the
relevance of nuclear power in the face of the greenhouse threat, reflect the
understanding that the viability of nuclear power is dependent upon safe
operation of power plants and safe waste management. I turn now to the
Agency's work in these areas.

Nuclear safety

The awareness that nuclear safety must be uniformly high around
the world has led to further safety measures at the national level and a
remarkable increase in international co-operation. Two approaches are
being taken simultaneously to strengthen safety; one is through tech-
nological change, the other is through attention to operational safety. In
its pioneering report entitled "Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power
Plants" the Agency's International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group
(INSAG) has formulated a coherent and rational safety approach, encom-
passing both technological and operational requirements, and designed
to further significantly strengthen safety. It seems likely to become an
important reference work for designers, constructors, regulators and
operators alike.



In the field of technological change we may note the modifications
made in the USSR to all reactors of the RBMK-type. We may further note
the introduction in a number of countries of the filtered venting of
containments in existing plants. Much discussion — and much work
— is also centered on the development and design of new reactor
models and systems with enhanced safety features. Perhaps govern-
ments should consider whether some new type or types of power reactor
could be designed and developed by a group of Member States in a
scheme under Agency auspices — somewhat like ITER in the field of
fusion. The high costs of development and the scarcity of government
resources are arguments for an international pooling of efforts. As you
will have noted, the scientific programme during this General Conference
includes a discussion of the issue of new reactors.

Even more activity is going into further strengthening operational
safety. We are concerned here with over 400 existing plants. Let me first
welcome the creation of the World Association of Nuclear Operators, or
WANO, whose main purpose is to promote an exchange of experience
directly between plant operators to enhance both performance and safety.
Lord Marshall, who is with us and who is the first chairman of the Governing
Board of WANO. will himself explain how WANO will work. I welcome him
and on behalf of the IAEA I want to pay tribute to him and his colleagues
who created WANO. Arrangements have already been made for con-
tinuous co-operation between WANO and the Agency.

Since the Agency's programme of Operational Safety Review
Teams (OSARTs) began in 1983, 38 OSART missions to 22 countries
have been completed. The continuing usefulness of the programme is
evidenced by expanding governmental support and growing utility
demand for OSARTs. We pay much attention to maintaining the high
quality of this service.

Safety advisory services have for many years been offered to
Member States requesting assistance in reviewing various safety
aspects of nuclear installations. I might mention that work began in June
this year on the initial phase of a comprehensive safety review of the
Nuclear District Heating Plant in Gorky, USSR. The Review will cover
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safety design, probabilistic safety analysis, and operational safety. Also in
June, a safety advisory mission focussing on design issues was undertaken
for the KNU-II and 12 units ordered for the Yeonggwang Nuclear Power
Plant in the Republic of Korea.

Last January the Agency's Emergency Response System (ERS) was
formally put into operation. I am bound to note, however, that in many
Member States, parties to the Conventions on Early Notification and Emer-
gency Assistance, the necessary arrangements for emergency response
have not yet been completed and I urge action so that the system, should
it be required, can work. The Emergency Assistance Convention now has
37 parties and the Notification Convention 42 parties.

Radiation protection

A general problem in the promotion of uses of nuclear energy is poor
public understanding of matters relating to radiation. We often see exces-
sive concern about small additional doses of radidtior from the normal
operations of nuclear power stations or about small and improbable
leakages of radioactive substances from waste disposal sites in the distant
future. In contrast, the public is often unaware that radiation is and always
has been all around us, indeed even within us, that it is stronger at high
altitudes than at low ones, and stronger in some geological backgrounds
than others. The public is unaware that the additional radiation to which it
is now subjected through man-made activities is a small fraction of what it
receives "naturally" anyway and that the medical sector is a much bigger
contributor to this fraction than is nuclear power.

Radiation protection standards have wide margins of safety. In-
deed, they are unique in assuming that any additional dose of radiation,
however small the addition, might be harmful and they prescribe that
today's various nuclear activities must be carried out in such a way that
future generations are as well protected against radiation as our genera-
tion is. The public is not well informed about these matters and without
a better public understanding we can hardly expect rational public
attitudes to develop regarding the use of nuclear power or the disposal
of nuclear waste.
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Any information effort should report the salient and significant fact that
the scientific, medical and industrial communities that use radiation have
followed stringent regulations almost from the outset and that as a result
additional doses to the public have been kept very low. It is interesting to
note, for the sake of comparison, that while the CO2 concentration in the
atmosphere has increased by 25% through normal combustion of fossil
fuels since the pre-industrial era, all normal activities associated with
nuclear power — from mining to waste disposal — now contribute an
additional collective dose of less than 0.1 % of the dose received from natural
sources.

There is, of course, only advantage in having rules requiring that
additional exposure to radiation be prevented — or very severely limited
— if the costs thereof are not too high. However, it must be better
understood that, within certain limits, exposures actually occurring in excess
of the preventive standards set need not be a source of concern. Decisions
about costly or difficult post-accident measures, e.g. regarding food intake
or evacuation, certainly need to be adopted on a basis that is independent
of such preventive standards. It seems to me that there is a need for an
international discussion about what attitudes we are reasonably to adopt in
the face of radiation levels for which the individual risk is small.

While on the one hand we thus find that radiation protection standards
adopted have very wide margins of safety, we find on the other hand that
many countries which use radiation sources actually lack the necessary
inf rastructu re for implementing a safety policy based on international recom-
mendations. This has led to an increasing interest in international expert
advice on long- term strategies for the use and control of ionizing radiation.
The Agency is responding fully to this interest. Since 1986, Radiation
Protection Advisory Teams (RAPATs) have been invited to provide such
advice in 44 countries, and 3 more missions are planned for 1989.

USSR proposals

In this context of radiation protection I should like to mention that I have
recently received two proposals from the Soviet Union which deserve
careful attention. The first concerns the establishment of a centre for
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international research at Chernobyl. Such a centre could offer interested
Member States and their nuclear institutions unique opportunities to study
important biological and technological matters related to nuclear accidents.
I am examining with the Soviet authorities how \his proposal could be carried
out without any major budgetary implications for the Agency. I intend to
arrange for a meeting of interested countries in the near future. Apart from
yielding specific research gains, a centre might help to :mprove the accuracy
of the—now often erroneous—information reaching the world media about
the Chernobyl aftermath.

The second proposal is for an international research project in waste
disposal at a site in the USSR. Again, this could be of great benefit to
the Soviet Union itself and many Member States, which will have to
dispose of such waste in their own countries, and which do not have their
own underground research facilities or want to supplement their own
research. I am discussing this proposal with the Soviet authorities and
hope that it can be laid before interested Member States in due
course.

I should also like to mention in this context that in July the Soviet
authorities made available to the Agency a report on the effects of the
accident which occurred m 1957 at a military production facility at Kyshtym
in the Southern Urals. This report has been circulated to Member States in
document INFCIRC/368. It deserves considerable attention as it gives
unique information about the impact of a serious radiological accident on
health and agriculture over a period of 30 years. The report and additional
information to be provided by Soviet experts wiil be discussed by specialists
in the Agency symposium on accident recovery operations to be held in
Vienna in November.

Radioactive waste management

It is a common public view that viable methods do not yet exist for the
safe disposal of high-level radioactive waste. It is important to correct this
view. Responsibility for this task lies mainly with national governments and
authorities. However, an increasing number of international activities relat-
ing to radioactive waste disposal are being pursued through the Agency.



Let me mention first that in order to provide advice and guidance on
the Agency's entire waste management programme a new international
standing group, known as the International Radioactive Waste Management
Advisory Committee (INWAC), has been established. It is composed of
experts from 18 Member States representing both developed and develop-
ing countries.

One initiative taken in the past year is to move from scattered
publications about safety aspects of waste management in the IAEA
Safety Series, to a more formalized series of safety documents covering
the entire field of radioactive waste management. The new series —
inspired by NUSS — will be entitled "Radioactive Waste Safety Stand-
ards" with the acronym RADWASS. It is hoped that the publication of
these standards in a separate series will more clearly demonstrate the
existence of coherent systems for safe waste management and will
contribute to international harmonization.

!n this context, let me report that last week the Board of Governors
authorized me to promulgate a Safety Standards document entitled "Safety
Principles and Technical Criteria for the Underground Disposal of High Level
Radioactive Wastes". It sets out a basic safety philosophy for the planning
of underground waste disposal, the main objective, of course, being to
isolate the wastes from the environment of man for considerable periods of
time. The basic requirements laid down in the document arise directly from
radiation protection principles which deal with events and processes that
can occur in a deep underground repository in the distant future. For
example, the document states that the repositories should be designed so
that future generations will obtain the same protection as people living today
and that the repository should be constructed so as to be independent of
the need for action or controls by future generations.

It has been agreed by experts from Member States that the document
represents a common set of objectives for repository design. There is thus
an international consensus about the way in which underground waste
repositories should be designed and on the levels of safety which should
be achieved. The document will be supplemented subsequently by
guidance and recommendations on more specific technical criteria.
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As in the case of nuclear safety the Agency has been active in assisting
Member States in implementing national waste management programmes.
The Waste Management Advisory Programme (WAMAP) was established
in 1987 for this purpose and since then WAMAP mission teams have been
invited to 22 countries to provide advice on the establishment of program-
mes for safe management of radioactive wastes arising from both nuclear
applications and power programmes. In 1989, seven countries have been
visited by WAMAP teams and an additional mission is planned before the
end of the year.

Another service established recently provides for peer reviews of
selected aspects of national waste management programmes.

Trade unions' meeting

I should like to report to you that a meeting was held at the Agency's
Headquarters in April this year in which representatives of trade unions from
many countries discussed their interest in enhancing international co-opera-
tion concerning the safety of all civilian nuclear facilities. Invitations to the
meeting were issued through the ILO. I warmly welcomed the interest of
the trade unions. Representing large groups of employees at nuclear
installations and interested in the safety of these employees as well as in
the provision of energy to industry, trade unions have, I believe, an under-
standable and legitimate interest in the generation of electricity through safe
nuclear methods.

The main comments and proposals made during the meeting were
summarized by the Chairman in a statement which has been issued as
GOV/lNF/567. According to these conclusions, the prime responsibility for
developing an effective nuclear safety regime must lie with the utilities
operating nuclear facilities and with the relevant State authorities. Never-
theless the meeting considered that there is a need for independent scrutiny
at the international level of the functioning of national safety regimes and a
number of specific recommendations were addressed to the IAEA. I would
recommend that Member governments consider the ideas and proposals
advanced.
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Nuclear applications

Nuclear power plants are in operation or under construction in only
31 of the Agency's 113 Member States. To most of the others it is the
applications of radioisotopes and radiation which are of greatest interest.
The economic worth of these applications may not be far from that of the
nuclear power industry. They also have very great benefits for human
health and welfare. The application of nuclear techniques in medicine is a
good example. On the average, one out of four hospital patients in the
Western industrialized world will be subjected to a nuclear technique in
diagnosis or therapy. Fifty to sixty percent of all cancer patients are treated
with radiotherapy.

It should also be noted that the applications of nucleartechniques often
directly support environmental assessments. The work of the Agency's
laboratories at Monaco and Seibersdorf is most important in this connection.
A few examples may be illuminating:

The measurement of variations in the naturally occurring
isotopes in water is indispensable in hydrological investigations for
water resource development. Essentially the same types of measure-
ment have been used in a major environmental project which the
Agency is executing in the Amazon. One significant finding from this
project is that 48% of the rainfall in the region is derived from local
water sources. An exhibit in the Conference Centre shows some of
the results of this project.

In agriculture, radioisotope applications have made it possible to
optimize the use of nitrogen fertilizers in rice production, potentially saving
50% of the fertilizers and thereby also reducing the run-off which can have
serious consequences for grouridwater, rivers and lakes.

Last year we received the dramatic news of the appearance of the
New World screwworm in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. This insect pest,
which has so far only existed in the Americas and which has devastating
effects on cattle, could become extremely serious if it were to spread
through Africa and affect wildlife. The only practical eradication method
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available for use now is the sterile insect technique which has proven very
successful in the eradication of the screwworm from Southern USA and
most of Mexico. I am glad that FAO, which must have the primary respon-
sibility, has decided to try an eradication campaign in the Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya and to co-operate with the Agency in using the sterile insect
technique.

For the most part nuclear applications are accepted by the public.
The preservation of food through irradiation has, on the other hand, been
opposed by consumer groups in several countries. Irradiation is a
uniquely well suited method to preserve and disinfest some foodstuffs.
Through decades of studies, it has been shown to have no negative
health consequences and it has been accepted by the Codex Alimen-
tarius Commission without reservations up to a maximum dose of 10
kilogray.

In December 1988 a Conference was held in Geneva, jointly spon-
sored by FAO, IAEA, WHO, ITC-UNCTAD and GATT on the Acceptance,
Control of and International Trade in Irradiated Food. The Conference
accepted adocument which recommends registration and licensing, regula-
tion and inspection of food irradiation facilities and labelling of irradiated
food. The document states that food irradiation is a valuable preservation
technique if the correct controls are exercised. Food irradiation will not
replace established large-scale preservation methods, like canning, drying
and freezing, but it is potentially very valuable for special foodstuffs like
spices, shellfish and some fruits. It may be of particular importance for
developing countries. It would be a great pity if this technique were to be
discarded as a casualty of poor understanding and misleading campaigns.

In this connection I would like to recall that it is now 25 years since the
Joint FAO/IAEA Division was established, setting an example for co-operation
between two UN organizations.

ITER

I am glad to report that the International Thermonuclear Experimen-
tal Reactor (ITER) Project has successfully completed the Definition
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Phase of its work. This project, which will complete the conceptual design
of the next step Tokamak fusion experiment by the end of 1990, is of major
importance totheinternationalfusioncommunity. Preliminary discussions
will now start about a possible second phase. The information generated
by the project is useful to all Member States which maintain an interest in
fusion as a potentially inexhaustible source of energy. To make this material
readily available to Member States, a special ITER Publication Series has
been initiated.

ICTP —Trieste

The International Centre for Theoretical Physics in Trieste will
celebrate its 25th anniversary next month. The ICTP is jointly operated
by the Agency and by UNESCO with a major financial input from the
Government of Italy. Under the untiring guidance of its Director, Abdus
Salam — Nobel Prize Laureate for Physics in 1979 — it has grown from
a small institution to a large complex of interrelated and integrated
activities for research and training-for-research at the highest level,
covering a vast spectrum of disciplines. More than 4000 physicists and
mathematicians now come each year to Trieste, with nearly 60% of them
from developing countries. Since 1964, when my predecessor, Or.
Sigvard Eklund, launched the Centre, the ICTP has welcomed 40 000
scientists from all over the world.

Safeguards

I turn now to the Agency's safeguards operations.

The Board of Governors in 1988 expressed the wish that the
Safeguards Implementation Report be drafted in clear and simple language.
The Secretariat developed a substantially new format for the SIR which was
submitted to the Board in June. There was no change, of course, in the
overall objective of the SIR to provide information that will allow the Board
to evaluate fully the effectiveness and efficiency of the Agency's safeguards.
The new format of the SIR covering 1988 was generally welcomed by the
Board of Governors.
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In order to maintain maximum efficiency and effectiveness in the safe-
guards operations which are inevitably growing and involving ever more
complex and delicate tasks I last year requested the Department of Safeguards
to do three things:

First, to adjust the organization of the Department to correspond more
closely to its operational responsibilities;

Second, to develop and document unified criteria governing safeguards
implementation and evaluation; and

Third, to investigate possibilities of transferring certain tasks arising from
the Member State support programmes to the Member States themselves in
order to free some Secretariat posts for other functions while, of course,
ensuring that priorities identified by the Agency continue to govern safeguards
research and development projects carried out in Member States.

Through the changes which have now been made in the organization of
the Safeguards Department greater efficiency and effectiveness should be
gained. Some posts will be saved in development and support areas and will
be shifted to Operations Divisions.

Using detailed advice of SAQSI a unified set of criteria is now being
worked out governing all safeguards implementation activities in the field and
at headquarters as well as the evaluation of inspection goal attainment. It is
foreseen that the new criteria will be introduced in 1991 and that they will be
updated periodically.

The measures thus taken are useful, i must stress, however, that a vital
condition for further improved safeguards effectiveness and efficiency remains
the co-operation of Member States with the inspectorate. In most cases co-
operation is very good. However, the Secretariat is not infrequently unable to
apply the most advanced safeguards techniques because some States will not
accept any change in arrangements reached earlier.

We can, of course, continue to use old techniques — at a cost in
effectiveness and budget. Safeguards agreements and subsidiary
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arrangements concluded many years ago often do not reflect the present
level of technology and the conditions which now prevail in nuclear
facilities. I would urge all Member States to co-operate with the
Secretariat to make use of more than 20 years of experience in a
constructive manner to work out new and revised subsidiary arrange-
ments and facility attachments.

Let me use this occasion to thank the 20 Member States which have
accepted simplified procedures for the designation of safeguards inspec-
tors. Quick responses to requests for inspector designations and accep-
tance of a large number of inspectors facilitates scheduling and optimum
use of inspector travel. I would ask Member States which have not yet
responded to our proposals to do so.

The Agency has succeeded in the last few years to accept growing
safeguards responsibilities without increasing the overall budget. We must
expect the safeguards budget to expand in the future, however, when new
equipment will be needed and a number of large and complex fuel cycle
facilities will come under safeguards.

In this context I should like to inform the General Conference, as I
informed the Board of Governors last week, that the Secretariat is negotiat-
ing several new safeguards agreements. We recently received comments
from the Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea on a draft safeguards
agreement under the NPT and we have responded to those comments and
suggested further discussions. In those discussions the Secretariat will
bear in mind the hopes expressed by many Governors last week that this
agreement should be ready in time for the February Board and that it should
follow the pattern of all other NPT safeguards agreements.

I can further inform the General Conference that agreement has been
reached with the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam on a safeguards agreement
under the NPT and we intend to submit this agreement for approval by the
Board of Governors next week.

I also informed the Board, last week, that I had received a message
from the Ambassador of South Africa telling me that her Government, in line
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with its past statements on the matter, views its current commitments to the
IAEA and the possibility of accession to the NPT in a serious manner. The
Ambassador also informed me that her Government will take part in a further
round of consultations with the depositaries of the NPT early in
December of this year. I have since received a message from the
Ambassadors of the UK, the US and the Soviet Union confirming that
a meeting with South Africa will take place early in December. At the
request of the three Ambassadors I have circulated the text of the
message.

With reference to resolution GC(XXXII)/RES/487 of last year's
General Conference concerning the nuclear capabilities and threat of Israel,
I want to refer to the information given in papers GC(XXXIII)/886 and 887.
The Secretariat is ready to assist any Member States in the region which
may wish to consider the technical matters which are discussed in paper
GC(XXXIIi)/887.

Next year the fourth NPT Review Conference will be held in Geneva.
As on earlier occasions the Agency has been requested to provide back-
ground papers related to the operation of Articles III, IV and V of the Treaty
and Agency drafts of such papers were considered in the Preparatory
Committee which met this month in Geneva. The 1990 Review Conference
will be the last of its kind, as the meeting in 1995 will have to consider the
future extension of the Treaty.

The Third Review Conference of the Parties to the NPT declared
that the Agency should take full advantage of the co-operation offered
in the safeguards agreements voluntarily concluded with the Agency
by four of the nuclear-weapon States and evaluate further the
economic and practical possibility of extending the application of
safeguards to additional civil facilities in nuclear-weapon States. The
Secretariat is ready to follow the recommendation when the necessary
resources are made available. It has made some calculations of what
the safeguarding of all non-military nuclear facilities in nuclear-
weapon States would cost. It has also raised with nuclear-weapon
States the possibility of their reporting to the Agency on materials in
facilities offered for safeguards — without the verification of such
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reports through the more costly inspection part of safeguards. I should
mention that such reporting is, in fact, provided by one nuclear-weapon
State, the United Kingdom.

Several of the supplier States which are now emerging have stated
that it is their policy to ensure that exported nuclear material or equipment
will be subject to Agency safeguards. The Board of Governors has
already approved several safeguards agreements resulting from these
policies. To achieve an optimal functioning of the safeguards system
it would be desirable for all new suppliers to follow such policies. I
would also like to ask all supplier States — whether old or new — to
assist the Agency by informing it in a timely fashion about all intended
exports and about specific shipments so that safeguards can be
applied in a timely manner.

Nuclear liability

Pursuant to General Conference resolution GC(XXXII)/RES/491 the
Board of Governors established, at its February session, an open-ended
Working Group on Liability for Nuclear Damage to study all aspects of
liability for nuclear damage. The first meeting was held from 29 May to 1
June 1989 under the chairmanship of the Governor from the Netherlands,
Ambassador van Gorkom. It made an inventory of gaps and other issues
in the existing liability regime and agreed on a list of issues that have to be
considered further. Included in this list are several central ones, such as
the concept and definition of nuclear damage and the financial limitation of
liability. The Working Group will hold its second meeting in October this
year. Let me also inform you in this context that on 25 April 1989 Mexico
and on 28 July Hungary acceded to the Vienna Convention on Civil Liability
and that the Board was told in June that Poland, too, proposes to adhere to
this Convention.

Dumping of nuclear wastes

Pursuant to resolution GC(XXXII)/RES/490 on Dumping of Nuclear
Wastes, a Group of Experts on Radioactive Waste Transactions met in
Vienna from 22-25 May this year to draft a Code of Practice. The Group
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reviewed a working paper prepared by the Secretariat containing basic
principles for inclusion in a Code of Practice and adopted recommendations
concerning the structure of a code.

The Group, which will meet again in January 1990, asked the
Secretariat to work out a draft of a Code of Practice on the basis of the
guidance given. In the light of the progress achieved at this first meeting, I
am hopeful that the Group will be able to complete its task in time for
submission of a draft Code to the Board's meeting in June next year and
the General Conference in 1990.

Public information

Recent statements made by members of the Board of Governors have
strengthened my own feeling that more emphasis must be devoted to
public information efforts. Although our budget for public information
imposes severe constraints on what can be done, we shall try over the
next 12 months to respond to requests by several Member States to
co-operate with them in arranging seminars providing factual information
on nuclear energy, safety and waste management. The extrabudgetary
funds pledged by the Government of Japan for additional efforts in public
information are particularly welcome at this juncture and I hope that other
Member States interested in expanding factual information may come
forward with similar support.

Technical co-operation

Technical co-operation between the Agency and its developing Mem-
ber States remains a continuously expanding activity. During a period of
five years, when the Regular Budget has been practically at zero growth in
real terms, TC funds have expanded considerably and TC has become an
ever more important part of the Agency's work. The transfer of knowledge
and technology is no longer just a North to South operation. During 1988
40% of all fellows, training course participants and visiting scientists
received their training in developing Member States. Similarly, 43% of all
experts who carried out technical co-operation assignments came from
developing countries. Through existing regional co-operation agreements,
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RCA in Asia and ARCAL in Latin America, resources are pooled so that
individual technologies already in place in one country can be shared with
others in the region.

Encouraging initiatives have been taken in the past year by Member
States in Africa to explore the possibilities of coming to similar regional
arrangements there. The Agency will assist in any way it can to bring these
efforts to fruition.

IAEA Yearbook 1989

There has been a growing feeling that some of the annual publications
dealing with the Agency's work which have previously been issued mainly
to highly specialized groups would be of interest to a more extensive
audience and snould indeed be more widely known. It was therefore
decided to combine these with annual reviews of specific topics in the other
main areas of the Agency's programme into a "Yearbook" which would
provide a comprehensive view of the "nuclear world" and the contribution
that the Agency makes to it.

The first issue of the new Yearbook is now before you. It is hoped that
it will become recognized as an easily accessible source book not only for
the nuclear community but also for a broader audience interested in the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy and international co-operation activities
related thereto.

Professional salaries

Before I conclude I must share with you the concern I feel about the
continuous deterioration in the conditions of employment of staff in the
Professional and higher categories. For more than five years, no cost-of-
living adjustments have been granted to Professional staff in Vienna. As
a result, Professional staff have suffered considerable losses in their
income, both in real terms in the local currency and in terms of purchasing
power. For instance, the take-home pay of a P-4, Step V, in Vienna has
decreased by about 7.4% over the period 1984-1989. Taking into
account inflation, the loss in purchasing power was as high as 17%. Not
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surprisingly, this is having an impact on the ability of the Agency to attract
andretainstaffoftherequiredcalibre. For instance, since November 1986,
one third of the professional staff members who resigned from the Agency
gave as the reason the deterioration in salaries and pensions or limited
career prospects. About 7% of candidates offered professional appoint-
ments declined the offer. The main reason was the unattractive salaries.
Although we still get a large number of applications to many vacancy
notices, our ability to attract highly qualified candidates from some States
seems to have declined.

The Secretariat staff is a resource that is vitally needed in the Agency's
work. If no remedial action is taken, the Agency's ability to fulfil its tasks will
eventually be affected. Furthermore, if the Agency's salaries are not
competitive enough to attract highly qualified candidates from all States,
including those with high national remuneration levels, an adequate
geographical balance in the composition of the Secretariat will be difficult to
achieve and to maintain.

Before concluding, I must regrettably bring to your attention the
precarious financial situation in which the Agency sometimes finds itself.
Until a few days ago we feared that the Agency was once again heading
towards a cash crisis because a majority of Member States, including the
three largest contributors, had not met their financial obligations on time.
Fortunately this danger has now disappeared — for this occasion. I must
make the comment, however, that if Member States and especially major
contributors fail to pay their assessed contributions or fall behind their usual
payment schedule the Agency is led into financial jeopardy and its reputation
as a well-managed, efficient and reliable international organization is at
stake. Since 70% of the Agency's Budget represents staff costs, our ability
to adapt disbursements to the cash inflow is very limited.

Conclusion

The IAEA has been fortunate for the most part of its existence to base
its work on broad common interests of East and West, North and South, but
it is not, of course, immune to tensions in the world, global or regional, and
even less immune to attitudes taken in or by Member States to nuclear
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energy. As an instrument for co-operation between Member States, it must
at all times be tuned to respond to what Members need and want. Where
the interests are or seem divergent, accommodation, compromise and
consensus are very often possible. When this is not possible, there is either
inaction until consensus becomes attainable or — more rarely — majority
direction.

While some regional or other political conflicts, like that in the Middle
East and that relating to South Africa, continue to present the Agency with
problems, the general climate of co-operation between Members in the
IAEA East-West and North-South is excellent and it has only improved in
the past year. Even in the problems I mentioned, constructive efforts are
being made which may, some day, yield welcome results.

Naturally, in this positive climate a great deal can be achieved to
promote the peaceful uses of nuclear energy through international co-opera-
tion and to verify its exclusively peaceful use. My report today will have
given you some impression of the great volume and variety of work that
goes on under Agency auspices. It may, indeed, seem amazing that so
much can be done under a regular budget of some 150 million US dollars
and TC resources of some additional 45 million dollars. The explanation,
of course, is that the Agency budget and TC resources only cover a small
part of the co-operation effort — the tip of the iceberg. Other major parts
are played and paid for by Member States individually. Representatives
and experts are sent to Agency meetings at the direct expense of the
Members. The heavy home work is performed in capitals and in national
authorities. Research contracts cover only a fraction of the cost of the
research that is co-ordinated. TC resources contribute foreign equipment
and expertise to national projects. Increasingly also Members engage the
Agency in missions for which they pay all or a large part of the costs — as
in OSARTs.

The diplomatic missions accredited to the Agency are the antennae
of Member governments for picking up and sending messages on co-opera-
tion, they are instruments assisting their governments to shape positions
and they are remote control tools of the governments for reaching interna-
tional action.
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The Secretariat of the IAEA, drawn in large measure from national
administrations and with a fair amount of staff rotating between the national
structures and the Agency, serves Members as impartial experts, as provid-
ing ideas for possible beneficial co-operation and as executors of action to
which Members have agreed. I can assure you that it is proud to do so and
rejoices with you at the successes achieved and is determined, as you are,
to tackle and solve the difficulties which we encounter.

May I conclude with special thanks to the Government of Austria and
the City of Vienna which act as the host of the Agency. These thanks are
the more appropriate as it is now ten years since the Agency moved to the
VIC premises which the Government of Austria made available and as we
have recently been able to start the construction of an additional wing to the
Seibersdorf Laboratories through the support of several governments,
including that of Austria. I would also like to express sincere thanks to the
Government of the Principality of Monaco which has provided new and
modern premises for the Agency's Laboratory for Marine Radioactivity
which were inaugurated last autumn.
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Statement to the 44th Session of the United Nations
General Assembly

It is a privilege for me to report to the General Assembly about the
work of the International Atomic Energy Agency, supplementing the
Agency's Annual Report, which is before you.

This year we are celebrating the 200th anniversary of the discovery of
uranium and the 50th anniversary of nuclear fission. These two scientific
conquests have dramatically changed our world. With some 50 000 nuclear
warheads stockpiled, mankind has been forced to live in the uneasy calm
of the terror balance and with the risk that nuclear weapons might spread
to further countries. The some 430 electricity-generating nuclear power
stations, too, are looked upon with anguish by some people who consider
them more as potential producers than as actual reducers of pollution.

Whether we like it or not, the discoveries are irreversible. We cannot
unlearn what we have learnt. The capability to build bombs will remain, and
so will our ability to harness valuable energy from fission. What we must
do is to control our capacity for self-destruction and reduce to a minimum
the risks connected with the use of nuclear power. In my view we have
reasons today to be optimistic about our ability to do both these things.

In the new international political climate which is emerging, nuclear
disarmament no longer seems such a theoretical goal and it seems possible
that a more satisfactory basis for peace might be found than the concept of
mutually assured destruction.

Fears that nuclear weapons would spread to many countries have
fortunately not come true. Next year the 137 States which have pledged
themselves under the Non-Proliferation Treaty to forego nuclear weapons
will meet again to review the operation of the Treaty. The IAEA will report
that it verifies the exclusively peaceful use of 95% of all nuclear facilities in
non-nuclear-weapon States and — I trust — that it has found no diversion
of any fissionable material under safeguards. Though encouraging, this
finding is hardly surprising. Countries do not accept full-scope
safeguards with the intention of diverting nuclear materials. They accept
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safeguards to create confidence in their commitment to peaceful uses of
nuclear energy.

Nevertheless, to be credible, safeguards must be thorough and
systematic. To operate the safeguards system is a great responsibility for
the IAEA. Even after some 25 years of experience, new challenges arise.
Complicated installations are built that handle large quantities of fissionable
material which have to be safeguarded. Verification techniques which were
once satisfactory become obsolete. Today the discussion of disarmament
on many fronts has opened up a much greater general readiness to accept
verification than that which existed at the time when safeguards were the
first swallows in the air. IAEA safeguards will benefit both in cost efficiency
and credibility if they are allowed to keep up with the advances made in
other verification schemes.

The financing of safeguards remains a problem. Some US $50 million
may seem a modest sum for the control of 95% of all fissionable material
outside nuclear-weapon States. Consensus is hard to attain, however, on
any increase in this budget even when there is more material and more
installations that must be inspected. Few things seem harder for sovereign
States than agreeing on the sharing of joint expenses. Because of a lack
of resources, the expanded IAEA safeguards inspection of peaceful nuclear
installations in nuclear-weapon States that was urged by the Third NPT
Review Conference has not been possible.

It has often been said that "confidence ends where safeguards end." It
is understandable, therefore, that attention is being devoted to the further
expansion of Agency safeguards coverage. Recently an agreement was
reached on the safeguarding of al fissionable material in Viet Nam, following
that country's adherence to the NPT. A similar agreement has been under
negotiation for some time with the Democratic People's Republic of Korea.
South Africa has recently confirmed that it views the possibility of accession to
the NPT in a serious manner and the General Conference of the IAEA has
requested me to hold consultations on the application of Agency safeguards
to all nuclear installations in the Middle East. This task parallels the study of
measures to establish a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the region which the
Secretary-General has been requested to undertake (RES 43/65(1988)).
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I should mention that China has concluded an agreement with the
Agency inviting it to safeguard some of China's peaceful nuclear installa-
tions. A list of the installations which are open to inspection has also been
transmitted. With this agreement the IAEA will be able to perform inspec-
tions in all five nuclear-weapon States, an ability which, as I said, is used
only sparingly owing to a lack of resources. I have noted that in his speech
before the General Assembly, the Soviet Foreign Minister, Mr.
Shevardnadze, suggested that the vast IAEA experience in applying
safeguards could be useful in verifying compliance with an agreement on
the cessation and prohibition of the production of fissionable material for
weapons purposes. A reduction in the production of such material for
weapons purposes would, I am sure, be very broadly welcomed. I am also
confident that, given adequate resources, the IAEA would have the ability
to verify that no use for weapons purposes is made of any nuclear facility
or fissionable material submitted to its safeguards.

The advent of nuclear power was first greeted with unbounded op-
timism, and the expansion has been rapid. Today there are some 100
nuclear power plants under construction, in addition to the some 430
operating ones which now provide the world with almost as much electricity
as is generated by hydro power. However, the expansion has levelled off.

Several cross-currents are now visible. In some countries there are
legal or de facto moratoria on the construction of nuclear power plants. In
others expansion continues. Some segments of the public continue vehe-
mently to oppose the utilization of nuclear fission, while others see or begin
to see in nuclear power a clean source of energy which helps to alleviate
environmental problems, notably those linked to emissions of sulphur
dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide: acid rain, dying forests and
global warming. Increasingly the energy sector is identified as crucial for
the environment.

The Work) Commission on Environment and Development rightly
devoted much of its attention to the role of energy. It accepted the need for
continued growth and the need for energy to achieve growth. At the same
time it noted the severe damage inflicted on the environment by the present
level and ways of using fossil fuels. It did not endorse the use of nuclear
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power. Quite to the contrary. Concerned about the questions of nuclear
waste, nuclear accidents and proliferation, the Commission came close
to suggesting that the use of nuclear power cannot at present be justified.

It must be realized, however, that if it is a formidable task to level
off, let alone reduce, the burning of fossil fuels while promoting develop-
ment, it will be even more difficult to succeed in this ambition if nuclear
power is rejected as an alternative.

Realizing the environmental dangers of using fossil fuels at present
levels and not willing to accept increased reliance on nuclear power, the
World Commission, like many environmental groups, sought a way out
through energy saving and the development of renewable sources of
energy.

It is easy to agree with the energy saving slogan that "no energy
pollutes less than the one you don't use", but the energy saving that
occurs not through increased energy efficiency but through less reliance
on energy use may have a social cost. We might do well to remember
the famous phrase of the Indian scientist, Homi Bhabha, who said, with
experience from the developing world: "No energy is more expensive
than no energy."

The World Commission on Environment, which unequivocally sup-
ports development, accepts an increasing per capita use of energy by
developing countries, but suggests optimisttcally that substantial growth
can be secured everywhere while the per capita primary energy con-
sumption in industrialized countries is cut in half. This optimism about
energy saving is not shared by many energy experts. In its report to the
General Assembly on the IAEA's contribution to sustainable develop-
ment, the Agency wholeheartedly supports the concept of sustainable
development and describes the many ways in which it seeks to promote
it. The Agency holds further that conservation, meaning both a more
efficient and a more discriminate use of energy, is important and sig-
nificant. However, the greatest gains in energy efficiency come from
technology change and this is a slow process. More important still, all
indications are that development, especially in the developing
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countries, will call for a much increased use of energy. A new World Energy
Conference study points to an increase of 50-75% in world primary energy
consumption between 1985 and 2020.

Conservation will offset some of the increasing global demand for
energy, but just how much is an open question. Car engines will become
more efficient, yes, but there will be more cars. Over the past 15 years
primary energy consumption in the world has increased by 2.4% per year
and in the developing countries the increase was over double that. Demand
for electricity is expected to rise at a higher rate still. At the World Energy
Conference, which was held last month in Montreal, it was concluded as
regards conservation, I quote: "It is necessary to be realistic about it in as
much as few subjects have been or are the object of as much wishful
thinking."

The World Energy Conference—the body that is most representative
of the world's energy communities — also urged realism in the assessment
of what alternative and renewable commercial sources of energy can
contribute. Aside from hydro power, these sources today provide less than
0.3% of the world's energy and most of it is not the much advertized wind
power, solar power or biomass, but geothermal. Mrs. Steeg, Head of the
International Energy Agency, has offered the estimate that these sources
might at the most contribute 5% of the world energy supply by 2010. The
World Energy Conference suggests an even lower figure: 3% by 2020.
There is absolutely no reason to be against these sources of energy, but
there is every reason to be realistic about them. It is also necessary to bring
about a discussion of these matters not only among environmental con-
stituencies or energy constituencies but in the political constituencies. Such
discussion, fortunately, is underway and there seem to be some conclusions
which have very broad support.

• First, that further scientific work is urgently needed in order to learn
more about the greenhouse effect.

Second, that even in the absence of full knowledge, measures to
reduce the emissions of greenhouse gases, such as CFCs,
methane and carbon dioxide, must be taken.
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Third, that present levels of carbon dioxide, which are believed
to contribute about 50% of the greenhouse effect, must be
reduced and that this calls for a reduction in the burning of
fossil fuels, a reduction in the clearing of forests and an
increase in afforestation.

Since energy is the lifeblood of our societies and fossil energies
form much the largest part of the sources which the world uses, it is
understandable that these conclusions are received with alarm. While
the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) established by
UNEP and WMO is wrestling with the causes and consequences of
global warming and responses to it, suggestions at the political level
have so far been chiefly in the institutional realm. It has been sug-
gested — from this very rostrum — that an international environmental
protection council should be created with power to take decisions
binding on all States, e.g. on responses to the threat of global warm-
ing. Another suggestion — with broad support — is that a framework
convention should be concluded on global warming. It is not my task
to comment on these proposals, except to say that both a council and
a convention are but instruments through which joint practical
measures can be decided upon and declared. There remains the
formidable task of defining and agreeing on these measures, most of
which lie in the field of energy policies.

The report on sustainable development which the IAEA has
transmitted to the United Nations does not claim that a continued or
even expanded use of nuclear power would be a panacea for global
warming, but rather that it offers a significant contribution to the world
energy balance almost entirely free of gases causing acid rain and
climate change. It suggests that nuclear power needs to be used in
combination with energy saving and renewable sources to reduce
emissions of greenhouse gases. If the electricity generated by
nuclear power last year had been generated by coal, 1800 million tons
of CO2 would have been added to the 20 million tons that are already
emitted by the burning of fossil fuels. It is evident, then, what a
phasing out of nuclear power would mean in the greenhouse context
and it is evident, too, what an expanded use of nuclear power could
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do. The conclusion of the World Energy Conference last month offers
strong confirmation of this view.

It is gratifying that, in the declaration concluding the Paris summit
this summer, the leaders of Canada, the Federal Republic of Germany,
France, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States and the
President of the Commission of the European Communities stated: "We
are committed to maintaining the highest safety standards for nuclear
power plants and to strengthening international co-operation in safe
operation of power plants and waste management, and we recognize that
nuclear power also plays an important role in limiting output of green-
house gases."

It is also of interest to note that President Gorbachev in an interview
in July said the following: "... An opinion has grown in the world, and I
share this opinion, that one cannot do without nuclear energy. What
place it is to take in our overall electricity production is another question.
And, naturally, safety should be guaranteed. But we won't survive
without nuclear power."

A vivid illustration of the statement of the Paris summit can be seen in
a recent brochure issued by the French Government about global warming.
Emissions of carbon dioxide in France for 1973 are given as 450 million
tons. In 1985 they were 325 million tons, with 110 million tons indicated as
having been avoided through energy savings and 140 million tons avoided
through the use of nuclear power.

The overcapacity which existed in electricity generation in many
industrialized countries is now becoming a thing of the past and decisions
on new generating capacity are urgently needed in several countries. It is
telling that, despite universal governmental support for conservation and for
renewable sources of energy, natural gas and coal appear as the major
alternatives to nuclear power in industrialized countries. Owing to insuffi-
cient infrastructures, limited electric grids or insufficient personnel resour-
ces, most developing countries have no other significant choices than fossil
fuels—and hydro power where available. It should be noted, however, that
they have a considerable interest in industrialized countries' relying more
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on nuclear power, as otherwise an increased demand by these
countries for coal, oil and gas is likely to contribute to raising the prices
of fossil fuels.

It is not suggested that the increasing concerns about the environmen-
tal consequences of the present level of use of fossil fuels make nuclear
power more attractive per se. However, they may perhaps alert the public
to the reality that all energy options have some problems and that a narrow
focussing on problems connected with nuclear power-must give way to an
examination of all available options from a variety of viewpoints, notably
safety, health, environment and cost.

The UN system does not have any agency which covers all energy
systems and whose task it would be to examine them side by side. The
Agency is therefore joining forces with a number of other international
organizations, including UNEP, WHO, WMO, the World Bank, the OECD
and the World Energy Conference, to arrange a symposium in which senior
experts will examine the consequences to life, health and environment of
different means of generating electricity. Naturally the whole cycle will be
examined: mining, construction, transportation, use of the energy and
waste handling. There will also bs discussion of how environmental and
health issues can be incorporated into planning and decision-making for
electricity generation.

Gas explosions, coal mining accidents, dam failures and global warm-
ing do not eliminate the problems associated with the use of nuclear fission,
but merely put them in perspective. It is to the reduction or elimination of
these problems that the IAEA is devoting a major part of its efforts: to the
safe operation of nuclear power plants, the safe disposal of radioactive
waste, and non-proliferation. As I have already discussed the Agency's
safeguards efforts, I can limit my remarks at this point to the questions of
nuclear safety and nuclear waste which loom large in the public mind. It is
realized today that these issues are now international. The physical fall-out
from a nuclear accident may be local or regional, the psychological fall-out
is global. This has led to much stronger international co-operation to
achieve uniformly high standards and general knowledge about best avail-
able techniques.
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The IAEA nuclear safety standards (NUSS) have been updated and
a study has been undertaken of how member countries actually apply them.
The Agency's International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group (INSAG), com-
prising some of the world's foremost experts in nuclear safety, has issued
a set of Basic Safety Principles for Nuclear Power Plants, establishing
comprehensive and exacting but realistic safety targets for existing and
future plants. These targets, which are more demanding than current
regulatory standards, have been well received by the nuclear communities
around the world and will undoubtedly exert influence on operators, desig-
ners and regulators.

The Agency has continued to assist governments at their request by
sending international expert teams which examine the operational safety of
nuclear power plants (OSARTs). These teams have been invited to prac-
tically all States which operate nuclear power and they ensure that
managers and operators at visited plants learn about best available proce-
dures and methods. In this context I should also mention that all nuclear
power plant operators in the world have jointly set up the World Association
of Nuclear Operators (WANO) with the express aim of ensuring that all
operators should share with each other the rich experience which they have
and thereby further enhance safety. The IAEA has welcomed this initiative
and co-operates with WANO.

Naturally much attention is focussed on operational safety, to ensure
the good functioning of the nuclear power plants that are at present in
operation around the world and the plants that will soon come into operation.
Considerable thought and discussion is also devoted, however, to the
development of nuclear technology — both that which can be backf itted to
existing plants and that which will give the world new types of nuclear power
plants. At the IAEA's General Conference which took place a few weeks
ago, two days of discussion were devoted to the new generation of nuclear
power. Several things emerged from this discussion.

First, the vast experience that has been gained from existing reactor
types allows an evolution of these types, simplifying design and operation,
enhancing safety, reducing size and allowing standardization. Building as
they do on proven and tested technology, these reactors can be available
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in the first half of the 1990s. They should be competitive with coal-burning
power plants and have a construction time of some four years.

Second, a number of new reactor designs exist or are emerging which
differ considerably from the currently used types. All of them are smaller,
some are modular and, rather than requiring computer-steered or human
action for safety in anomalous situations, they often rely on natural forces
such as gravity. Since the technology of these reactors has often not been
tested, they may in many cases have to be built first as prototypes, from
which experience can be gained. A way of reducing the cost of development
would be for several countries and industrial suppliers to share the expenses
of designing and building a prototype. Whether such an internationalization
would be possible regarding a technology development that may have a
very early commercial use is as yet an open question. In the work toward
a fusion reactor, internationalization has been highly successful in the first
conceptual design phase of the International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor or ITER project carried out under IAEA auspices. Here, however,
commercial use is a number of decades away. Around the turn of the
century the new types of fission reactors might be available for standardized
production. It is very likely that some of these types may also suit the smaller
grids and weaker infrastructures of developing countries.

The third conclusion from the IAEA discussion was that the institu-
tional framework surrounding nuclear technology is as important if not more
important than the technology itself. The licensing process must be predict-
able and reliable, the rate setting for electricity must be such that invest-
ments may be profitable, the social climate must be such that fuel can be
transported, spent fuel stored and waste safely disposed of. In other words,
not only the hardware of nuclear power but also the software surrounding it
must be right for a revival to occur.

I mentioned that the safe disposal of radioactive waste is one of the
matters to which the IAEA devotes major attention. The physical and
technical aspects of waste disposal have long been the subject of interna-
tional co-operation and there is no uncertainty in the nuclear communities
about the technological ability to achieve safe disposal of all radioactive
waste, including high level waste. By safe disposal is meant methods that
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will expose neither present nor future generations to any significant addi-
tional radiation. What makes it possible technically and economically to
safely handle and dispose of all waste that arises from the nuclear power
industry is the limited quantity of this waste. All the electricity generated by
nuclear power last year gave rise to only some 7000 tons of spent nuclear
fuel. If the same amount of electricity had been generated instead by the
combustion of coal, the released heavy toxic metals alone — including
arsenic, cadmium, lead and vanadium — would have amounted to about
100 000 tons. In addition, there would, of course, have been 1800 million
tons of CO2 and tens of millions of tons of SO2 and NOX, even with the best
flue gas cleaning equipment available.

The uncertainty that the nuclear power industry faces about waste
disposal relates not to waste packages or the existence of geologically
su itable disposal sites, but rather to the ability of societies to reach decisions
in these matters. The Chairman of the IAEA's International Nuclear Safety
Advisory Group succinctly expressed this thought by saying: "The
'unsolved' problem of radioactive waste is more political than technical and
will require more guts than brains to solve."

If the technical side of the safe disposal of radiaoctive waste no longer
calls for any major international effort, it is nevertheless desirable to reach
international consensus on the criteria for such safe disposal. As regards
low and intermediate level radioactive waste, such criteria have existed for
some time already in the IAEA, and I am pleased to report that in September
of this year the IAEA Board of Governors unanimously approved interna-
tional criteria also for the safe disposal of high level radioactive wastes.
Before I leave the subject of nuclear waste ! should mention also that,
although no case has been found of dumping of nuclear waste in a
developing country, a working group in the IAEA can be expected to present
within the next year a code of practice that will set stringent conditbns for
the export of any nuclear wastes.

The IAEA's report to the UN on the Agency's activities in support of
sustainable development and its Annual Report which is submitted to the
General Assembly demonstrates the considerable extent to which the
IAEA's activities relating to agriculture, hydrology, veterinary science and
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industry are in the service of sustainable development. These are also the
subject areas which are of interest to the majority of our developing Member
States and in which most of the Agency's resources for technical assistance
are spent. Let me only mention two specific examples of current interest.
The first is a major project with Brazil in which nuclear techniques play a
key role in investigating current impacts on ecology and climate in the
Brazilian Amazon. The second example is in the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya,
where the New World screwworm was recently discovered for the first time
outside the American continents. If allowed to spread it could become a
devastating pest in Africa. The IAEA will co-operate with FAO in the use of
the sterile insect technique in an effort to eradicate the screwworm from
North Africa. This technique relies on mass releases of radiation-sterilized
male flies and has been successful in eradicating the screwworm from the
USA and most of Mexico.

I have earlier reported to the General Assembly about the successful
regional co-operation programmes which the IAEA has promoted in South
Asia and the Far East and in Latin America. It is particularly welcome that
the climate of South-South co-operation has been prominent in these
programmes. We expect that a similar regional co-operation programme
for Africa will soon follow.

I cannot conclude this reportwithout calling the attention of the General
Assembly to the continuous deterioration in the conditions of employment
of staff in the professional and higher categories. Let me give you but one
example. The take-home pay of a P-4, Step V in Vienna has decreased
by about 7.4% overthe period 1984-1989. Taking into account inflation, the
loss of purchasing power was as high as 17%. It would indeed be very
regrettable if the effectiveness of the international civil service could not be
preserved at a time when the scope for international co-operation is rapidly
widening and growing demands are placed on the staff of Secretariats. A
comprehensive solution must be found. May I add that morale and integrity
of staff are not boosted by reports about practices, such as Member States
making supplementary payments to their own nationals. May I also add that
our inability to maintain salaries and related entitlements at competitive
levels is already creating recruitment difficulties in an Agency like the IAEA
where we need excellent engineers and scientists.
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The international climate has improved very much in the last few years.
Within the framework of the IAEA, Member States are intensifying their
co-operation on a broad front: the safe operation of nuclear power and safe
handling of nuclear waste, the use of nuclear techniques in the service of
sustainable development and the expansion and further improvement of the
Agency's safeguards to verify the exclusively peaceful use of nuclear
installations. Let me end by expressing the hope that there will be more
such peaceful installations to safeguard and fewer military nuclear installa-
tions. The Agency's double function is to promote the peaceful uses of
nuclear energy and to contribute to the efforts to prevent a further spread
of nuclear weapons. In both regards, I am pleased to tell you, there is full
employment of the Agency's capacity.

Mr. President, let me conclude with special thanks to the Government
of Austria, which is a most helpful host to the IAEA and to several other
organizations of the UN family.
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